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NAACP, Earth Rights & FBI ,
Evaluation-time
Let me give you an European-thinking-pattern: 'USA need new elections for President'.
Obama is an Poker-president
•
He speeches beautifully but he refuses to work with court-systems that give Simple People acces
to rights, systems, politics & media.
He doesn't give the people keys, with which they can open doors to a more future-prove &
succesfull lifestyle. Minimalizing unemployment, tough laws for the Elite, green energy....its all
in hands of the Whitehouse or local State-governments.
Where are the USA-people; watching 'crimes or sex in the city' on tv...?
•

He only speaks of Justice in connection with Gtmo-bay & war.
Never related to anticipation on the outburst of war - or as a method to stop war/drugindustry
with -, on International trade, on Fair trade & EKO... on criminal behavior of other Presidents &
Parliaments on Earth.
By doing so he gambles with truth & human lives
= A part of truth is on the table/ in the media when he needs to hide something, usually a 'crime
against humanity'.
= Europeans who have NO Human Rights – and are being brainwashed with 'necessity of more
wars elsewhere on Earth' - don't accept his Blackmail & Bullshit-talks.
Obama is a USA-president who ignores all local court-systems per nation + EU-courts +
International courtsystems, completely....
So, the man is not smart enough to work with NLF on a daily basis!

•

At the same time, USA want to be in charge of Earth.
When it comes to safety, only USA can provide in a 'view to kill'..., is the adage.
Now Obama refuses to clean up the International Criminal Court or to stop UN Ban Kimoon who
wants ICC to be a Lobby- & Assasinationcentre. Earth is officially lawless.
Worlds'Presidents want to have the freedom to kill whoever they want to kill, when they feel like
it' = they protect eachother with speeches that rule the media. So called 'terrorists' know this...
African Union is against ICC too.
Now Obama wants ICC to be a Hitlercourt for his poker-games with human lives, AU will turn
against USA too.
International trade will be an act of Blackmail & Bullshit economics, that most likely will result in
more natural disasters, conflicts....and worse...
EU-people are against NATO and their war-acts, but local parliaments refuse to listen to their own
people.
EU-people could educate themselves better on 'how to go to court against MPs', but appearently
they are too afraid or lazy to do so..... NL-ers who do try to build Justice against MPs, trade
unions & civil servants are being mobbed to death.

USA-ers must never think 'that EU is going to appreaciate Obama'.
•

NL-NGOs are going flat = NL-MPs who are to be put in ICC-prison take away tax-money from
NGOs...and put it into UN- & EU-units, that are partial to NL-MPs
= to keep themselves out of ICC-prison...with B & B -policies...
Very Dangerous!

NL-Euros do NOT arrive with people in need.
Or AU-leaders are being told:
'You don't get anything from NL, now you don't meet our standards'. Which standards?
•
ICC protecting EU-leaders from an ICC-lawcase against them, while black AU-dictators
are being put in ICC-prison for identical crimes the Dutch commit too?
Extremely dangerous!

When USA supports war-crimes taking place within ICC
– under supervision of the UN –
– trade will never bring more jobs, less disasters and more solid
lifestyles to the unemployed or oppressed people.
– attacks of millitants will continue to grow, worldwide.
What to do?

'An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth'.
what you give = what you get

Over the past 3 years I discovered on the Web that there is a survival-strategy.
When you – individual – want other individuals to have a good fair lifestyle ... and you actually
prove you are building Peace for All of Us... you will be save.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Share systems you build.
Give away large parts of the new social healty systems for free.
Accept that people in warzone can't afford to pay for your work...and take the risk of losing some
of your income = it will bring you 'safety at work'.
Make clear to politics 'that you can see trough their practices...and...that you demand them to
work with NLFs + courtsystems, you prove ... do... bring safety.
Invent a new method for communication
I am too poor to move, but I am powerful by now...
'what you see is what you get' = lifesaver
= I publish all my movements in thinking- & behavioral = have to in order to stop lies of ICC
= I address parliaments in Open letters, so corruption can't grow any deeper
= NLF-readers without HRs are inspired by my methods and overcome their personal fear,
although there's a long way to go in NL
= new core-businesses between NGOs, compagnies & Natural disasters grow into the Future

'When you publish truth, you receive truth
...and than you can build NLFs for individual-power
... in a social community...'
When I change my methods today – and start to hide truth – people get suspicious...and they will kill me
for becoming partial to official NL-dictators & corruption.

I strongly advice you...
.... to work with Open Letters addressed to Presidents, MPs,
Compagnies & Failing courtsystems from you websites
= pass corruption & crimes against humanity with a Good-practice.

Have an energetic-EQ-mood on the Long-distance track,
desiree
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